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Much more than just a hearing aid,
Styletto X is your complete hearing experience.
STY LET TO X AT A GLANCE:
• Uniquely stylish, award-winning design1
• Signia Xperience technology with the world’s first
acoustic-motion sensors for clear speech comprehension
even in noisy environments
• Innovative Qi wireless charging for up to 3 days
ultra-convenient use, without the need to charge the case2

STYLETTO X

HEARING WITHOUT
COMPROMISE
Life is too short to live it half-heartedly.
Styletto X empowers you to enjoy life without compromise
despite hearing loss. At work. In your home. Wherever life
takes you.

• Signia app with innovative Signia Assistant and TeleCare
for intuitive support around the clock
• Full connectivity with all Bluetooth devices for phone calls,
TV, music and more
• Tinnitus options

XPERIENCE

1
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Red Dot Design Award 2019 for Styletto Connect, iF Design Award 2019 for Styletto
Based on 19 hours wearing per day, or 16 hours wearing incl. 5 hours streaming per day

DESIGN

Styletto X is available in the following color combinations:

STYLETTO X
SNOW WHITE / ROSE GOLD

COSMIC BLUE / ROSE GOLD

NEW

BLACK / SILVER

NEW

A NEW ERA
IN WEARABILITY
Styletto X is highly sophisticated hearwearTM that looks
as good as it sounds. Its iconic design transforms the
outdated image of hearing aids and introduces a new
era of wearability that perfectly matches your lifestyle.

WHITE

BLACK

TECHNOLOGY

STYLETTO X

Giving hearing aids a new sense to understand your needs
Whether it’s a cheerful chat or serious discussion, you need to understand speech all the time in
order to live life to the full. In a world’s first, Styletto X takes motion into account so that you can
easily follow conversations, even when you’re on the move.

WORLD‘S FIRST
ACOUSTIC-MOTION
SENSORS

HEAR WHAT
MATTERS TO YOU
With its revolutionary Signia Xperience chip, Styletto X is
as sophisticated inside as it looks on the outside. It delivers
clear sound and speech comprehension to meet your hearing
needs, even in noisy environments. Unique acoustic-motion
sensors allow Styletto X to optimize your hearing to every
situation so you can hear what matters. Whether you‘re out
running, in a bustling shop or restaurant, or relaxing at home.

Take in the richness of life
More than 90 percent of wearers report a natural sound experience while
moving.3 The world’s first hearing aids with acoustic-motion sensors
enable you to hear clearly wherever you go and be an active part of every
conversation.
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Froehlich, Branda, Freels: Evidence for Dynamic Soundscape Processing benefits (Signia White Paper, 2019)

CONVENIENCE

STYLETTO X CHARGER

Elegant charging case
Quick and easy to open, charging
status LEDs are visible even when
it’s closed

4

CONVENIENCE
TO GO

The pocket-sized portable charging case
is the world’s first hearing aid charger with
Qi wireless technology, enabling you to
simply place the charger on a charging
pad instead of having to plug it into the
mains. Wherever you’re going, Styletto X
goes with you. Its charging case delivers
an astounding 3 days4 of user autonomy
without the need to charge the case.
Styletto X is fully charged in just 4 hours.
Plus, a 30-minute fast charge provides
an additional 5 hours of use for complete
flexibility on the move.

Based on 19 hours wearing per day, or 16 hours wearing incl. 5 hours streaming per day

Styletto X combines iconic design with
innovative charging convenience for the ultimate
in wearability. It provides a full day’s wearing
including 5 hours of streaming.5 So you can
enjoy your favorite TV shows, movies and music
plus calls straight to your hearing aids whenever
and wherever you want.
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Based on 16 hours wearing incl. 5 hours streaming per day

24/7 SUPPORT

Signia Assistant is your very own hearing companion to let you stay fully
involved in life and hear what matters to you.
Using artificial intelligence, Signia Assistant offers immediate support
whenever and wherever you need it. It is available 24/7 to help you adjust
the sound settings, answer your questions about how to handle your
hearing aids, and troubleshoot any issues on the spot.

SIGNIA APP

PERSONAL SUPPORT
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

Signia app
Compatible with Android
and iOS. The app is free of
charge.

Signia TeleCare enables you to keep in touch with your HCP so you get
support when you need it – even when you cannot visit them in person. You
can also send your HCP instant feedback on your daily satisfaction with your
hearing aids.

Styletto X offers full remote assistance via the Signia app:
Signia Assistant for instant sound adjustments and handling
questions and Signia TeleCare for remote support from
your hearing care professional (HCP).

Signia Assistant
Instant sound adjustments and support with
handling questions

Signia TeleCare
Remote support from your hearing care
professional

Remote control
Discreetly control the volume and other
settings

